Addendum #5

Contract Number: UMA17-14
Project Number: 1004639
Speedtype: 156037

Title: Horse Barn Relocation

The attention of the bidders submitting proposals for the above subject project is called to the following addendum to the specifications and drawings. The items set forth herein, whether of omission, addition, substitution, or clarifications, are all to be included in and form a part of the proposal submitted.

The number of this Addendum (5) must be entered in the appropriate space “B. This bid includes addenda numbered (list all addenda)” found on Page 51 – Form For General Bid, and/or Page 59 - Form for Sub-Bid “B. This sub-bid includes addenda numbered (list all addenda)___.

There are a total of 1 (1) page in this Addendum.

1.1 Contractor question: Alternate No. 1 calls for new 6” high rubber base on all walls on north side of barn, across entire back wall and along front wall up to far end of bathrooms. Please be advised there is no interior wall sheathing called for on the exterior walls except for the bathroom (gypsum board) & and the stairway. Is there interior sheathing on the barn outside walls other than were the restore existing stables & tack room wood walls are.
Response: Carry 6” rubber wall base, as noted. For exterior barn walls where no finish surface is noted, include material only in bid.

1.2 Contractor question: Is the bathroom ceiling to have a finished surface?
Response: Bathroom ceiling surface is noted on Interior Elevation 4/A502.

1.3 Contractor question: The fan, electric baseboard and unit heaters are in the mechanical sections and drawings. Are the electric baseboard heat material and electric unit heaters supplied by the mechanical contractor to be installed by the electrical contractor like the bathroom fan? Please clarify.
Response: See Electrical Connection Schedule For Mechanical Equipment, on Drawing E-300. Electric baseboard heat material and electric unit heaters are to be supplied by the mechanical contractor and installed by the electrical contractor

End of Addendum #_5_

By: John O. Martin Director of Procurement